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STEINHAUS TILING PROBLEM
AND INTEGRAL QUADRATIC FORMS

WAI KIU CHAN AND R. DANIEL MAULDIN

(Communicated by Ken Ono)

Abstract. A lattice L in Rn is said to be equivalent to an integral lattice if
there exists a real number r such that the dot product of any pair of vectors
in rL is an integer. We show that if n ≥ 3 and L is equivalent to an integral
lattice, then there is no measurable Steinhaus set for L, a set which no matter
how translated and rotated contains exactly one vector in L.

1. Introduction

In 1957 Steinhaus proposed the problem that asks whether there exists a set in
the plane, which under any rotation and translation contains exactly one point of
the integer lattice Z2. This problem was recently solved affirmatively by Jackson
and Mauldin in [7] where they detailed a construction of such a set. A natural gen-
eralization of Steinhaus’ problem is to replace Z2 by a lattice L in the n-dimensional
Euclidean space Rn, where L = AZn for some nonsingular n × n matrix A . A set
S in Rn is called a Steinhaus set for L if |(T (S)+ x)∩L| = 1 for all x ∈ Rn and all
isometries T . The basic unsolved problem is the following existence problem (see
[8, §4]):

Fix n ≥ 2 and a lattice L in Rn. Is there a Steinhaus set for L?
The existence of Steinhaus sets for all lattices in R3 is still unknown, but the
following simple argument [8, page 337] shows that Steinhaus sets for Zn, n ≥ 4, do
not exist. For, if S were a Steinhaus set for Zn (n ≥ 4), let x and y be the points
in S ∩ Zn and S ∩ (Zn + (1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 0 . . . , 0)), respectively. It is easy to see
that the square-length of x−y is a positive integer. Since every positive integer is a
sum of four squares, there will be a vector in Zn which has the same square-length
as x − y. This implies that a certain isometric copy of Zn contains at least two
points in S, which contradicts the definition of a Steinhaus set.

There are several partial results to the existence problem; see, for instance, [1],
[3], [9], [10] and the survey [8]. Kolountzakis and Wolff [10] proved that there is no
(Lebesgue) measurable Steinhaus set for Zn for n ≥ 3. Their approach is simplified
in [9], and a slight generalization by Mauldin and Yingst [11] yields some other
lattices for which there is no measurable Steinhaus set. Since we shall consider
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measurable sets, it makes sense to talk about “almost sure” Steinhaus sets, as
introduced in [10].

Definition 1.1. A set S is said to have the almost sure Steinhaus property on
a lattice L in Rn provided that under almost every isometry T and almost every
point x of Rn, |(T (S) + x) ∩ L| = 1.

We now describe a sufficient condition, introduced in [11], under which there is
no measurable set with the almost sure Steinhaus property on L. The volume of
the fundamental domain of Rn/L is denoted by v(L). So, if A is an n × n matrix
whose columns form a basis of L, then v(L) is equal to | detA|. The dual of L,
denoted L#, is the set

L# = {x ∈ Rn : x · v ∈ Z for all v ∈ L}.

The set of all possible square-lengths of nonzero vectors in L is denoted as D(L).
Following [11], we say that a lattice L in Rn strongly dominates (resp. weakly
dominates) another lattice M in Rn, written L �s M (resp. L �w M) , if D(M) ⊆
D(L) and v(M)/v(L) is irrational (resp. not an integer). It is obvious that L �s M
implies L �w M .

Theorem 1.2 ([11, Theorem 1]). Let L be a lattice in Rn, n ≥ 3, and suppose that
there exists a lattice M in Rn where L# �w M . Then there is no measurable set
with the almost sure Steinhaus property on L.

We call two lattices L and M in Rn equivalent if there exists a constant r such
that rL is an isometric copy of M . It is obvious that if S is a measurable set with
the almost sure Steinhaus property on L, then rS will be a measurable set with the
almost sure Steinhaus property on rL. A lattice is called integral if the dot product
between any pair of vectors inside the lattice is an integer. The main theorem of
this paper is:

Theorem 1.3. Suppose that L is a lattice in Rn, n ≥ 3, which is equivalent to
an integral lattice. Then there is no measurable set with the almost sure Steinhaus
property on L.

This is a consequence of the following proposition whose proof will be the content
of the rest of this paper.

Proposition 1.4. Let L be an integral lattice in Rn, n ≥ 3. Then there exists a
lattice M in Rn such that L �s M .

Proof of Theorem 1.3. We may assume that L itself is an integral lattice. Then L#

is equivalent to an integral lattice. Choose a real number r such that rL# is integral.
By Proposition 1.4, there exists a lattice M such that rL# �s M . By virtue of
Theorem 1.2, it suffices to show that L# �s r−1M . First, if a ∈ D(r−1M), then
r2a ∈ D(M) ⊆ D(rL#) and hence a ∈ D(L#). Next, since v(rL#) = rnv(L#),
then

v(r−1M)
v(L#)

=
v(M)

v(rL#)
,

which is irrational since rL# �s M . �
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2. Lattices in quadratic spaces

In this section, we briefly review the arithmetic of positive definite integral lat-
tices. Notation and terminology follow those from the book by O’Meara [12].

Let o be a principal ideal domain and let F be its field of fractions. In the
subsequent discussion, o is usually taken to be the ring of integers Z or the ring
of p-adic integers Zp, where p is a prime number. A quadratic space over F is
a finite-dimensional F -vector space V endowed with a symmetric bilinear form
B : V × V → F . The function Q : V → F defined by Q(v) = B(v, v) is a quadratic
form on V . An o-lattice on V is a finitely generated o-module L which spans V .
An element a in F is said to be represented by L if there exists v ∈ L such that
Q(v) = a. To see the connection with number theory, let us fix a basis {v1, . . . , vn}
of L. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, let bij be B(vi, vj). If v =

∑n
i=1 xivi ∈ L, then

Q(v) =
n∑

i,j=1

bijxixj ,

which is a quadratic form in the variables x1, . . . , xn. Therefore, determining
whether a is represented by L is the same as deciding if the quadratic diophan-
tine equation

n∑
i,j=1

bijxixj = a

has a solution (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ on. The set of elements of F that are represented by
L is denoted by Q(L).

Another o-lattice M is said to be isometric to L, written M ∼= L, if there is a
bijective o-linear map σ : M → L which preserves the bilinear forms. Such a σ is
called an isometry from M to L. Note that Q(M) = Q(L) if M ∼= L.

A Z-lattice L is called positive definite if Q(v) > 0 for all nonzero v in L. By
Sylvester’s law of inertia [12, §61A], the R-space R ⊗ V has an orthonormal basis
with respect to B. In particular, R ⊗ V is just the usual n-dimensional Euclidean
space Rn. Therefore, we may regard V and L as subsets of Rn. In this case, for
any v ∈ V , Q(v) is the square-length of v, and Q(L) is the same as the set D(L)
defined in the previous section. For the remainder of this paper, the term lattice
always refers to a positive definite Z-lattice.

Now, suppose that L is a lattice and that V is the ambient quadratic space. Let
p be a prime number. The p-adic localization of V is the space Vp := Qp ⊗ V over
the field of p-adic numbers Qp. The bilinear form on V carries over to Vp in the
natural manner. Inside Vp there is the p-adic localization Lp of L, which is the
Zp-lattice Zp ⊗ L. The genus of L, denoted gen(L), is the collection of all lattices
M ⊆ V such that Mp

∼= Lp for all primes p. Let a be a positive integer. We say
that a is represented by the genus of L, written a ∈ Q(gen(L)), if a ∈ Q(Lp) for
all primes p. This is equivalent to saying that there is a lattice M ∈ gen(L) which
represents a; see [12, 102:5]. It is obvious that Q(L) ⊆ Q(gen(L)), and L is called
regular when these two sets are equal. The authors of [11] exploit the regularity of
some lattices in R3 to show that there is no measurable set which has the almost
sure Steinhaus property on any one of those ternary regular lattices. It is known
that not all lattices are regular; see [12, 102:6] for an example of a lattice which is
not regular. However, when the rank of a lattice is at least 5, it is almost regular,
that is, Q(gen(L)) \ Q(L) is a finite set.
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Theorem 2.1 ([17]). Let L be a positive definite lattice of rank at least 5. There
exists a constant c(L) such that a ∈ Q(L), provided a ∈ Q(gen(L)) and a > c(L).

The analytic proof by Tartakowsky that appeared in [17] does not produce or lead
to any explicit estimate of the constant c(L). An arithmetic proof given by Hsia-
Kitaoka-Kneser in [6], which yields stronger and more generalized results, provides
an effective procedure to produce numerical estimates of c(L). Such a procedure is
further detailed and carried out in [5].

Not every quaternary lattice is almost regular. For example, the lattice associ-
ated with the quadratic form x2

1 + x2
2 + 25x2

3 + 25x2
4 represents all positive integers

of the form 3 · 22m over Zp for every prime p, but not over Z.1 An integer a is
said to be primitively represented by L if there exists v ∈ L such that Q(v) = a
and v can be extended to a basis of L. The set of all integers that are primitively
represented by L is denoted by Q∗(L). The notations Q∗(Lp) and Q∗(gen(L)) are
defined in the obvious manner.

Theorem 2.2. Let L be a positive definite lattice of rank at least 4. There exists
a constant c∗(L) such that a ∈ Q∗(L), provided a ∈ Q∗(gen(L)) and a > c∗(L).

The above theorem appeared as Theorem 76 in Watson’s book [18] without a
proof; Watson commented that “This theorem can be deduced from results in the
literature, obtained by analytic methods.” Indeed, an equivalent version of Theorem
2.2 was proved analytically by Tartakowsky [17], and an alternative treatment was
given by Pall and Ross [14]. An arithmetic proof of Theorem 2.2 can be found in
[2, Section 11.9]. An estimate on the size of c∗(L) has been worked out in [15].

The situation when L is ternary is more complicated. It is known that Theorem
2.2 does not hold for all ternary lattices, and a counterexample can be found in [2,
page 228]. For an arbitrary lattice L, its genus is partitioned into finitely many
subsets called spinor genera [12, §102]. The spinor genus that contains L is denoted
by spn(L). We say that an integer a is primitively represented by spn(L), written
a ∈ Q∗(spn(L)), if there exists M ∈ spn(L) such that a ∈ Q∗(M).

Theorem 2.3 ([4]). Let L be a positive definite lattice of rank at least 3. There
exists a constant c′(L) such that a ∈ Q∗(L), provided a ∈ Q∗(spn(L)) and a > c′(L).

It should be noted that at present the constant c′(L) for a ternary lattice L cannot
be made explicit without invoking the generalized Riemann hypothesis. Even if one
assumes the Riemann hypothesis, the resulting estimate of c′(L) is usually too big
for any practical use; see the remark in [13].

3. Proof of the main result

In this section, we shall give a proof of Proposition 1.4. We remind the readers
that all lattices are positive definite Z-lattices, as defined in the previous section.
We begin by introducing some additional notations and terminologies. Let L be
a lattice. Suppose that A is a matrix whose columns form a basis of L. The
discriminant of L, denoted d(L), is the determinant of AAT . In particular, d(L) =
v(L)2. The norm of L is the fractional ideal nL of Z generated by Q(L). We say

1There is a typo in the example x2
1 + x2

2 + 5x2
3 + 5x2

4 given in [2, page 235]; one should replace

each ‘5’ by ‘25’. The argument presented there will still prevail verbatim.
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that L is a-maximal [12, §82H] if nL ⊆ a and if for every lattice K on V which
contains L we have

n(K) ⊆ a ⇒ K = L.

Lemma 3.1. Every lattice has a sublattice whose genus has only one spinor genus.

Proof. Let L be a lattice and let a be its norm. By [12, 82:18], there is an a-
maximal lattice K on V which contains L. Let t be the group index [K : L], which
is a positive integer. Then N := tK is a t2a-maximal sublattice of L [12, §82J]. By
[12, 102:10], there is only one spinor genus in the genus of N . �

Lemma 3.2. Let L be a lattice and let N be a sublattice of L. If M is a lattice
such that N �s M , then L �s M .

Proof. It is clear because v(N) = v(L)[L : N ] and Q(M) ⊆ Q(N) ⊆ Q(L). �

Proof of Proposition 1.4. Let L be an integral lattice of rank n ≥ 3, and let V be
the ambient quadratic space which is embedded into Rn. By virtue of Lemmas 3.1
and 3.2, we may assume that gen(L) has only one spinor genus. Let {v1, . . . , vn}
be a set of pairwise orthogonal vectors in L. By Dirichlet’s theorem on primes
in an arithmetic progression [16, page 73], there exists a prime q, not dividing
2d(L)Q(v1) · · ·Q(vn), such that q ≡ 1 mod p3 for all primes p dividing 2d(L). By
the Local Square Theorem [12, 63:1], q is the square of a unit in Zp for every
p | 2d(L).

Let W be the Q-space spanned by v1, . . . , vn−1,
√

qvn. For each p | 2d(L),
√

q ∈
Qp and hence Wp = Vp. As a result, Wp contains Lp for all p | 2d(L). Let J be
the lattice spanned by v1, . . . , vn−1,

√
qvn, which is a lattice on W . By [12, 81:14],

there is a lattice N on W such that

Np =
{

Lp if p | 2d(L),
Jp if p � 2d(L).

Since d(J) = Q(v1) · · ·Q(vn−1) · qQ(vn) and q � Q(v1) · · · q(vn), ordq(d(N)) =
ordq(d(J)) = 1.

By Dirichlet’s theorem again, there exists a prime � > q which is the square of a
unit in Zp for every p dividing 2d(L). Let M be the lattice

√
�N . We choose � large

enough that the nonzero minimum of the set Q(M) is greater than the constant
c′(L) obtained in Theorem 2.3. We claim that L �s M .

Since ordq(d(M)) = ordq(d(N)) = 1 and q � d(L), v(M)/v(L) ∈ Q. Suppose
that a ∈ Q(M). Let k be an integer such that b = k−2a is in Q∗(M). For any
p | 2d(L),

√
� is a unit in Zp; hence Lp = Mp and b ∈ Q∗(Mp) = Q∗(Lp). Let p be

a prime not dividing 2d(L). Then Lp is a unimodular Zp-lattice; see [12, §82G] for
the definition and properties of unimodular Zp-lattices. If b is a unit in Zp, then
b ∈ Q(Lp) [12, 92:1b]. Furthermore, any vector v ∈ Lp with Q(v) = b must be a
part of an orthogonal basis of Lp [12, 82:15a]. Therefore, b ∈ Q∗(Lp). Now, suppose
that b is divisible by p. From the proof of [12, 92:1b], Lp has an orthogonal basis
{y1, y2, . . . , yn} such that Q(y1) = −1 and Q(y2) = 1 + b. Then Q(y1 + y2) = b,
and clearly y1 + y2 can be extended to a basis of Lp. Therefore b ∈ Q∗(Lp) for all
p � 2d(L).

From the above discussion we see that b ∈ Q∗(gen(L)) = Q∗(spn(L)). However,
b > c′(L) because b ∈ Q(M). By Theorem 2.3, b ∈ Q∗(L) and hence a ∈ Q(L). As
a result, L �s M as claimed. �
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